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Northem

Flank

by A. Borealis

Palme faces a pitchfork rebellion
Farmers are up in arms at the cutbacks in agriculture-in a
country where meat consumption is now lower than in Poland.

impossible situation.
Despite the farmers' rage, Palme

is not generally meeting potent oppo

sition to his plans to destroy Sweden's
capital-intensive farm sector. Many in
Sweden have accepted the lie that the
food surplus must be reduced-a par
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In order not to be the worst off in

Europe, Swede� would have to in

crease their consumption by 13 kilos
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the increased inflation costs for the pe
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The banking community did not miss

the point. They increased interest rates

by 3-4%, making an extra buck in the
process and putting interest rates in

Sweden between 7 and 8% above the

international dollar interest rates. This
means that the hardest hit are the heav

used to lead to agreements covering

riod negotiated. In the latest talks, the
of covering inflation, and intended to
cut the farm sector's tax subsidy. Of

ficially, the purpose is to force farmers

to produce less, to decrease the sup
posed grain and meat "surplus."

Together with the neo-liberal,
Friedmanite-conservative Moderate

Party, the government is now pushing

a policy of deregulation and letting the
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market decide the prices-the long
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run aim of Socialist agricultural poli
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the grain surplus a thing of the past.
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not,

of

course, to starving Africa. Fifty-eight

. percent ends up in the Soviet Union,

Poland, and East Germany. Palme is

also shipping 12% of the surplus to

Iran, in line with the policy of Palme

and his crony Pehr Gyllenhammar (of

Volvo and Kissinger Associates), of

making

Iran into the main Third World

trading partner for Swedish industry

gall to say that the measures are need

for breakeven!
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scheduled for this fall, the only polit
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on the national level, which is fielding
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ers just starting out, this creates an

interest rates for producers.

Except for the farmers, the only
sector not swallowing Palme's balo
ney is the civil service union, which

16-18%. Particularly for young farm

went on strike in May to protest
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ist Palme, Swedish farmers took to the
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